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Inspiring Minds
The first step to changing realities
is to believe that change is possible.
By inspiring people to embrace new
ideas and recognise their latent
potential, KGVK has opened up new
possibilities for entire communities
who now stand empowered to stake
their claim in India’s growth story.
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Partnering
Actions
Collaboration has been at the heart
of KGVK’s initiatives since inception.
Driven by the Public-Private-People
Partnership ideal, we have worked
together with leading corporate
entities, government agencies and
NGOs, inviting active participation
from communities to action initiatives.

A tale of
two futures
Changing
Tomorrows
The Total Village Management (TVM)
model of sustainable development is
the platform on which we are building
a new future for communities in
rural Jharkhand. Their dreams and
aspirations are fuelling our quest to
transform futures, as they wake up to
a new dawn.

One that would be dictated by the vagaries of the weather and
geopolitical circumstances and another where the people
themselves are in control of their destiny.
Faced with such a choice, the people of rural Jharkhand
decided to give the latter a try.
Working in tandem with Krishi Gram Vikas Kendra (KGVK)
and its partners in the region, they have built a socioeconomic
ecosystem that will not only sustain the immediate future but
also drive the fortunes of generations to come.
KGVK has, over the past seven years successfully implemented
its proprietary model of development, Total Village Management
(TVM), garnering support from its corporate anchor, Usha
Martin Limited. The programme has honed the livelihood skills
of the community, while bolstering the education and health
infrastructure in the region. The initiatives have enhanced
the quality of life, and empowered people with the hope of a
brighter and more fulfilling future.
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The 8 pillars of strength

Total Village Management – 8 core aspects

Natural Resource Management

Resource Mobilisation and
Infrastructure Development

Education

Livelihood and Financial
Inclusion
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Health, Nutrition and Sanitation

Women Empowerment

Capacity Building and Market
Linkage

Energy Inclusion

An integrated system
of value-creation
KGVK has employed a 360-degree approach to rural development.
Integrating various aspects to a system that take into account key
considerations and invites participation from local communities,
KGVK has been able to sustain development initiatives in the
region.
Across the 8 pillars of TVM, interventions have been
successfully implemented. And this success is
founded in numbers; actual, tangible impact that
has brought about a positive transformation
in the lives of people, and created value
that will last generations.

Dr Arvind Sahay, Secretary, KGVK receiving the award at Transforming India Conclave at New Delhi on 18th December 2014.
KGVK was recognised as the best social organisation for the work done for transforming the lives of the rural poor.
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Collaborate to create
The P4 model: Public-Private-People Partnership has
been the driving force behind the transformation in rural
Jharkhand. KGVK has pursued this collaborative model
since inception, combining business practices with local,
indigenous knowledge to create a sustainable ecosystem
of growth. Every intervention involves the combining of
expertise derived from Government agencies, Corporates,
worldwide NGOs, Science & Research institutions, and
Financial establishments.

A measure of life: Social Return on
Interventions (SROI)
A departure from traditional cost-benefit models, SROI
takes into account stakeholder involvement and measures
the relative impact of interventions in the context of
monetary, social and environmental aspects. Impact
is measured continuously through different stages of
the 180-day cycle. Measuring through SROI creates
transparency through all stages of interventions and
results are made visible to our funding and programme
partners through web access.

The circle of empowerment:

Samasya Samadhan Samuh

Empowerment begins with ownership. And this idea is
fundamental to the Samasya Samadhan Samuh (SSS)
(Problem Solving Group). One of the first initiatives
undertaken by KGVK in the region, the SSS, or Quality
Circle as it was originally termed, is a collective of
community members who identify needs, derive solutions
and execute them for the benefit of the larger group. It is
the beating heart of the TVM model and has resulted in
several key initiatives being successfully implemented.

An ideal of independence: Saturation
Villages
Completely self-reliant, secure and sustainable village
communities - that’s the saturation village ideal. And this
ideal is being pursued currently in the ten pilot villages
where TVM was first introduced in 2008. KGVKs target
is to increase the projected income of rural communities
in these villages by a minimum of 2x to 3x of currrent
income levels by diversifying livelihood sources and
growing the income from existing sources.
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Our Vision
To contribute to the Millennium
Development Goals in the areas
of our operation and spread Total
Village Management (TVM) beyond
Jharkhand and India.

Our Mission
To promote among the people of rural
Jharkhand, sustainable integrated
development through partnership
and Total Village Management (TVM)
that makes a real difference in their
lives, creating ownership, igniting
initiative and innovation, measured
by transforming beneficiaries to
producers, entrepreneurs and
customers.

Our Values
Integrity
Equity
Transparency
Compassion
Commitment
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Catalysts of
change

Message from the President’s Desk
“Seven years after our first pilot of five villages, Total Village
Management (TVM) in 2015 has scaled to 415 villages in nine
districts in Jharkhand with TVM interventions that reach all
45,000 households. I am often asked ‘how did we scale’ and
‘what were the critical success factors’?
Looking back, three integrated triggers enabled delivering
the TVM mission of ‘transforming beneficiaries to become
producers, entrepreneurs and customers’.
By December 2010, our five-village pilot experiences revealed
‘we are not doing our village communities a favour by serving
them; they are doing us a favour by allowing us to serve
them’. We resolved to treat our village community families as
‘customers’ not ‘beneficiaries’. The word ‘beneficiaries’ was
deleted from our vocabulary, dialogue and discussions. As
expected that led us to re-examine our processes and as a
consequence, the second trigger.
The customer mindset has moved us from being prescriptive
to being collaborative; from managing to coaching, facilitating
and enabling our customers to succeed by taking ownership
of TVM. Our industry experience at Usha Martin had taught
us the importance of Quality Circles (QC) to create common
ownership. We embarked on Quality Circle training of KGVK
Change-makers and through our TVM Gurukul we taught
the concept and practice of QC to our customers. Today our
village communities have adopted Quality Circles by renaming
it ‘Samasya Samadhan Samuh’ – Collaborative Problem
Solving. Colloquially referred to as ‘3S’ by our customers.
Multiple 3S groups in each village engage in prioritising,
scheduling, owning the interventions and evaluating the
impact. Each village has a 3S register to record its sessions.
Many with no formal or limited education perform cause and
effect analysis, undertake brainstorming exercises, do Pareto
analyses, prioritisation and ranking - many now teach 3S in
our Gurukul. Our customers have begun to own decisionmaking in TVM interventions. It is a wonderful infection that
has enabled us to scale TVM and empower women.
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Looking back, three integrated
triggers enabled delivering the
TVM mission of ‘transforming
beneficiaries to become
producers, entrepreneurs and
customers’.
Extending community ownership to the execution of TVM
interventions requires developing skills and creating rural
vocations. As on date we have a cadre of 700 Rural Service
Providers (RSPs). Skills are developed and vocational training
through TVM Gurukul targets 15 separate disciplines that
may serve social or livelihood interventions. For instance
many RSPs are multi-skilled as para-vets, agronomists,
dairy farmers, para-health workers, para-teachers or data
surveyors. They provide rural services to the communities
in which they live, as members of project teams or in many
cases as entrepreneurs. It creates additional sources of
income. Ownership of the execution of TVM interventions
passes to the customer. Our RSPs come from all age groups
and have a 50:50 female-male ratio.
Creating scalable and sustainable institutional change in
village communities requires new attitudes and behaviours.
Government agencies and companies wishing to execute
their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) programmes
seek us out as we are now recognised as a reliable CSR
implementation agency by the Indian Institute of Corporate
Affairs (IICA) and are designated as a CSR Implementation
Agency Hub in Jharkhand under the National Foundation for
Corporate Social Responsibility (NFCSR).
At KGVK we aim to improve continuously so that we may serve
our customers better.”
BK Jhawar

Quantifying
hope

Message from the Vice President’s
Desk
“I have always believed that actions speak louder than words.
This is especially more relevant when considered in the
context of social development. If the change we seek and plan
for does not result in actual, tangible benefits in the lives of
communities, then all our efforts would be for nothing.
This is why, from the outset, KGVK has focussed on
accountability. Impact measurement has been the
cornerstone of its development activities in the state of
Jharkhand. And it is on this bedrock that we have been able
to build on the successes we have achieved in the past. As a

Impact measurement has been
the cornerstone of KGVK’s
development activities in the state
of Jharkhand.
developmental organisation, working with rural communities,
we have focussed on enabling sustainable change that
is ushered in by the people themselves. By giving them
ownership of their lives, we have tried to empower them to
claim a better future.”
LK Jhawar

LK Jhawar talking to trainees at the Rukka demonstration farm
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Measuring Impact through Social Return
on Interventions (SROI)- an interview with Yezdi Karai
What is KGVK measuring to assess the impact of Total
Village Management (TVM) ?
TVM is an integrated approach across multiple domains
and disciplines and multiple interventions. To measure
a complex ecosystem we have kept the measurements
simple. Our interventions are grouped into a set of three. We
measure two enabling intervention categories. One creates
outcome potential. The second enabler ensures stability of
the social ecosystem. The third measurement is the impact
of transformation on livelihoods (a simple measure of the
increase in volume, value and diversity of income for the
individual).
I will explain this with an example of a specific project to
improve agriculture livelihoods by creating water resources in
20 villages over a three-year period at a cost of INR 5.6 crore
(US$ 9,00,000 approximately).
Infrastructure and building capacity and capability is our first
enabler. Building water resources in this group of villages
resulted in bringing 1,064 acres under irrigation. So we
estimate the potential benefit to 7,000 farmers who can now
increase their income by producing three crops instead of
one. At the same time we train farmers in new techniques
of paddy cultivation so they can double their output per acre
from a traditional 16 quintals per acre to 32 quintals per acre.
This is our first measurement of outcome potential created to
improve livelihood incomes.
To preserve the infrastructure potential created we perform
TVM interventions to either eliminate problems or improve
conditions sustainably in the social ecosystem of health,
nutrition, sanitation, education and women empowerment.
For instance if water-borne diseases strike a community
then the paddy planting and cultivation season is disrupted
and the income opportunities are lost. This is our second

measurement of the enabler of social stabilization.
So if all goes well, a farmer in any of these villages would
have increased his income by doubling his paddy output per
acre and achieved new sources of income by adding two more
crop cycles by growing seasonal vegetables that provide high
value. At this stage we measure the impact on livelihood – did
income increase and by how much and are there new sources
of income? It is the final and most important measurement
for our ‘customer’, the village community, for us and our
programme and funding partners.
To summarize, we measure the enablers to ensure we have
done all the right things to deliver the impact.
Why Measure? Why SROI (Social Return on Interventions)?
Measuring impact is the solution to the accountability
challenges of the social sector worldwide. In India, legislation
on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is accompanied
by compliance on reporting of resources expended. The law
mandates accounting but not measurement of impact. So
measuring impact is a duty of care to shareholders whose
potential dividends are reduced by expenditure on CSR. That’s
a simple explanation of `why measure’.
From the perspective of KGVK’s operations that have evolved
over 40 years from cheque-book philanthropy to the systemic
discipline of Total Village Management, measuring impact
rigorously is also part of the evolution we have undergone.
In TVM the social problems we encounter are dynamic,
non-linear and counter-intuitive. They are the result of
interplay between multiple independent factors that influence
each other in ever-changing ways. For instance the health
of a population depends on the availability and quality of
healthcare, but is unpredictably influenced by economic
conditions, social norms, daily diet, inherited traits, familial
relationships, weather patterns and psychological well-being.

Yezdi Karai, at a meeting with supervisors and villagers at Namkom, Ranchi
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SROI – Social Return on Interventions - The Measurement Path
What Do We Measure?

What Do We Measure?

What Do We Measure?

Changes in Values

Problems Eliminated

Changes in Volumes

Conditions Improved

Sustainability of Change

Sustainability of Change

Demographics Benefitted

Demographics Benefitted

Increase in Purchasing Power
Acceptability and Access to
Financial Institutions

Measure
Interventions That
Create
Physical Potential

Measure
Interventions That
Create
Social Stability

Measure
Interventions That
Transform
Livelihood

Increase in income
Diversify Sources of Income

Try as we may, to be systemic in our processes, we deal with
diverse causes and effects that can shift the momentum of
a system in one direction or another. Each intervention is
unique. Success cannot reliably be repeated with the same
results. And learning from past efforts does not necessarily
contribute to success in the future.

Our village community RSPs (Rural Service Providers) are

So SROI was born out of the simple thought of measuring the
enablers to ensure we are managing effectively and efficiently
and then measuring transformation impact by measuring the
increases in livelihood.

data.

SROI serves the purpose of both sets of KGVK customers.
Our partners, whose funds and programmes may be focussed
on one of many interventions in the TVM intervention portfolio,
can measure the results and outcomes of their programmes.
Our village community customers actually participate in
measuring the impact of livelihood transformations.
Can you describe how KGVK measures impact?
We conduct surveys by establishing baselines and then
assessing progress through midpoint surveys followed by
impact surveys. It’s a continuous process. We have an inhouse team of eight in our dedicated Impact Measurement
and Management Unit. The team comprises technologists,
statisticians and analysts. We have used the cloud-based
Salesforce which is quite appropriately developed as a
customer relationship application.
On each household we collect 200 points of data. We are
currently tracking 43,000 households across nine districts
and 415 villages. Our data collection approach is census-like.

engaged all the year round in different surveys.
In Salesforce (The Salesforce Foundation donated the initial
licences) we have multiple dashboards that allow a drill down
to the household data. Each of our funding and programme
partners are provided internet access to their own slice of
Any thoughts for the future of Impact Measurement and
SROI?
We live in an age of evaluation and measurement of metrics,
the discipline of analytics and the advent of data collection
and usage in the social sector to set strategy and target
change. Yet there are no universally accepted standards of
impact measurement.
All interventions require an investment but not all
interventions have a direct financial outcome. So measuring
return on investments is less relevant than measuring the
return on interventions.
As philanthropy worldwide becomes more strategic, and
begins to focus on system-based interventions, inputbased measurements will become less relevant. Of
greater relevance to decision-makers will be the impact of
interventions integrated with the impact of the system.
At KGVK and with TVM we are a good example of how it can
be made to happen. SROI will continue to evolve and become
the epitome of social data analytics indispensable in the social
sector.
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Total Village Management Awards
In 2015, KGVK instituted the first ever TVM awards to appreciate the contribution
and achievements of many members of the rural communities in the villages
where TVM programmes are operational.
KGVK honoured 37 village-level change-makers in different areas of our
interventions. The chief guest at the award function was Shri Raghubar Das,
Chief Minister of Jharkhand Shri Saryu Roy, Minister of Food and Civil Supplies,
and Shri Randhir Kumar Singh, Minister of Agriculture, were guests of honour.
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Visitors from foreign shores at KGVK
facilities in Jharkhand
They saw the future change in front of them

Professor Shoji Shiba’s visit
- Recap by Yezdi Karai
We get many visitors at KGVK. Some express their thoughts
and observations. Many do not, perhaps awed by the scale and

take our enablers for granted and seldom express them in a
structured manner. Professor Shiba’s greatest contribution
was to bring our enablers to centre-stage – not just to explain
to others but to focus on keeping these enablers as strong
ingredients to KGVK’s success.

intensity of the numerous multiple-domain interventions in

I first met Professor Shoji Shiba when invited to present TVM

our Total Village Management (TVM) programme.

at the Village Buddha session in June 2015 at Bengaluru. He

Professor Shoji Shiba has been the stand-out exception
amongst all visitors to KGVK. He visited two villages in a
single day documenting his observations and the responses

was intrigued by rural communities practicing Quality Circles
and wished to see it for himself, and he was keen to identify
the enablers of TVM and Impact Measurement.

to his questions with photos and many pages of meticulous

Prof Shoji Shiba (Padma Shri 2012), has many achievements

notes.

and accolades including the rare ‘Deming Prize for

And then he did what no one else has done before.

Individuals’ awarded in 2002. He is acclaimed worldwide as
a Breakthrough Management expert and has been guiding

He drew a map of his takeaway from the visit - the enablers

the process of transformation of the Indian manufacturing

of TVM and our impact measurement system labelled as

industry. Globally he is best known for developing the Five

‘results’ in the infographic. We spent three hours on the

Step Discovery Process for Breakthrough (BT) Management

day of his departure discussing, questioning, amending and

and globalisation of TQM. Readers should note that TVM

finally concluding with his infographic reproduced below.

is derived from the TQM practice of Total Productive

In executing TVM operations and measuring impact, we

Maintenance (TPM).

Prof Shoji Shiba developed the TVM enabler model during his visit
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Professor Shoji Shiba (right) and Yezdi Karai (left) with the TVM Enabler Model
Based on a commitment he made to the late Dr APJ Abdul
Kalam, the then President of India, Prof Shiba has spent a
large part of the last five years of his life in India developing
and implementing the nationwide Visionary Leaders
for Manufacturing Programme. The Indian Institutes of

Industry) amongst others are partners in this programme.
It was an honour and pleasure to have him visit us and leave
behind an example of management science expressed as art,
and in helping us articulate the enablers of everything we do

Technology (IIT), Kanpur and Madras, Indian Institute of

at KGVK. We are proud to share his thoughts on the visit as

Management (IIM) Calcutta, and CII (Confederation of Indian

below.

Krishi Gram Vikas Kendra (KGVK), Usha Martin’s
social arm, is uniquely positioned in treating villagers as
their “Customers” not as “Beneficiaries”. This was clearly
visible during my visit with the CII (Confederation of Indian
Industry) team to villages managed by KGVK surrounding
Ranchi from 5th to 7th August 2015. Though I could visit
only two villages out of a total of 415, I observed that the
mindset of the KGVK team is attuned to the mindset of the
village people, not enforcing their own mindset. One such
example is understanding the needs of individual villages
and systematic problem-solving through Quality Circle
(QC) with a network of 700+ “Rural Service Providers
(RSPs)”.
In our Village Buddha Programme, we are focussing on
systematic methods, approaches and mindset change
aimed at engaging communities and shaping a better
& happier society. I am really happy to see these being
practiced by KGVK under their integrated model “Total

Village Management (TVM)”, a model based on and
evolved from Total Quality Management (TQM) practices.
Mr. Karai and his team are not stopping here, but
are effortlessly working to improve further and are
continuously monitoring the impact of their initiatives
through a real-time, data-driven “Social Return On
Interventions (SROI)” framework at various stages of TVM
implementation.
I really want to thank Mr. BK Jhawar, the founder of TVM
and KGVK, Mr. Yezdi Karai and all those who supported to
make this a memorable visit. I wish them great success,
as they plan to scale these interventions to 1000 villages
in the near future.
I am really happy that KGVK is part of the Village Buddha
community to participate, share and contribute in this
national initiative.
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KGVK’s Green college
German Minister’s visit to Green College at KGVK’s Rukka Campus

On the dais, with Dr Gerd Mueller, on his right, Randhir Singh, Minister of Agriculture, Jharkhand, Principal Secretary,
Agriculture, Jharkhand, Nitin Madan Kulkarni and Brij Kishore Jhawar, Vice President, KGVK. Sitting on his left, Basant Kumar
Jhawar, President, KGVK, Satender Singh Arya, CEO of ASCI, and Yezdi Karai, Board change-maker, KGVK
The German Minister for Economic Cooperation and

different green trades they are learning. The son of a dairy

Development, Dr Gerd Mueller, visited our Green College in

farmer himself, he particularly enjoyed the visit to the dairy

Rukka, Jharkhand, and awarded trainees with their course

plant – as well as the yogurt produced by KGVK from their

certificate on 6th October 2015.

organic-fed cows!

The Green College is managed by Krishi Gram Vikas Kendra’s

Animal Health and Dairy Entrepreneurship. In his walk

“The agriculture of the future will be an
agriculture of knowledge” said the Minister,
at the end of the visit. “Green schools are
a model of success,” he continued, highlighting the

around the Green College, the Minister stopped to observe

relevance of this partnership, with KGVK, Welthungerhilfe, the

the trainees in action, asking them many questions about the

private sector as the main investor, research institutions and

(KGVK), with the support of Usha Martin, and offers courses
on System of Root Intensification, Integrated Farming System,

Dr Mueller in discussion with Basant Kumar Jhawar, Randhir Singh and Nivedita Varshneya of WHH
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Yezdi Karai explaining TVM model of KGVK to Dr Mueller
the government. In his opinion, innovative partnerships like

and West Bengal on green trades. The courses combine

the one in the college of KVGK are most important to reach all

the traditional wisdom of these communities with modern

farmers and provide the youth a perspective and employment
opportunity.
The Green College Initiative is part of the project Green
Innovation Center in the Agriculture and Food Sector, funded
by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation
and Development. Facilitated by Welthungerhilfe and the

scientific knowledge to help small producers grow into
`green entrepreneurs’ and to have better access to business
development skills, technology, finance and market. Set up on
a Public Private Partnership model, the Rukka Green College
is managed by KGVK and supported through the CSR initiative

Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ), it

of Usha Martin Ltd. It expects to train 3000 youth members by

focuses on training rural youth from Jharkhand, Orissa

2017.

Dr Mueller talking to trainees of SRI in the KGVK demonstration plot
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Cornell University
A team from Cornell University visited KGVK in 2014 to collaborate on research in the area of System of Rice
Intensification (SRI). Dr Erika Styger, the Director of Programs for SRI-Rice, visited KGVK field area along
with Dr Gaossou Traore, head of the National Center of Specialization (NCOS) on rice in Mali. Dr Styger and
Dr Traore are leading researchers in the area of System of Root Intensification.

Shri Yezdi Karai of KGVK with Dr Erika Styger of Cornell University and Dr Gaossou Traore of NCOS, Mali
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World Economic Forum, Davos
The Global Shapers community of the World Economic Forum organised a talk on Total Village Management which was
broadcast live from Kolkata for the audience at Davos. In this discussion Rural Service Providers of KGVK explained the way
they mobilize the community to participate in the development process. President of KGVK, Shri Basant Jhawar explained the
importance of TVM and how it was integrated in the DNA of KGVK and its operational area in Jharkhand

BK Jhawar participating in the World Economic Forum discussion along with Rural Service Providers
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From the
Change-Maker’s
Desk
2014-15 has been a time of consolidation for KGVK. Having

The education, health and women empowerment

initiated TVM interventions across the eight pillars in the

interventions had a positive impact on the social fabric, with

previous years, it was time to get more people from the

more and more women coming to the fore in collectively

community to embrace the principles.

finding a solution to issues facing the community. The

SRI implementation was a big success story. From 3,122
farmers in 2013-14, we arrived at a figure of 11,198 by the end
of the year – a whopping 300% increase. It was immensely
fulfilling to see whole farming communities take up a new way
of cultivating their land, and deriving great success from it.
The Livelihood interventions were successfully implemented
across the nine operational districts. A total investment of

Learning Resource Centres and Edutainment classes have
been a major success. Instances of malnutrition were greatly
reduced, and there was great improvement in the number of
mothers opting for Antenatal Care (ANC) and Postnatal Care
(PNC) services.
Most of the interventions across the eight pillars were
implemented in Chitto village. We have showcased the
results from the area in a special case study. It was indeed

Rs. 5.6 crores has been made over the last three years on

amazing to see the on-ground impact of the measures in the

water conservation structures. 1,064 acres of land have

context of one community, and the results have only served to

now been brought under assured irrigation. For a region

strengthen our resolve for the future. The idea is to ramp up

dependent on natural water, and deprived of rain in most

the scale of interventions in existing villages, and introduce

years, this was a significant gain. These initiatives coupled

the TVM principles to new communities. And through it all,

with livelihood measures have resulted in a drop of 12-14% in

our focus will continue to be on the impact our interventions

seasonal migration of farmers.

can achieve, measuring change as it occurs.

A farmer at her vegetable farm
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VOICES OF CHANGE
TVM Model Village: Chitto

Sometimes change happens.
And sometimes we make change happen.
Change-makers in Chitto Village – a story
Chitto village served as a command centre for TVM interventions
during 2014-15. Across the eight pillars, interventions were
carried out with active participation from residents of the
village. Crucial gains were made in the areas of child nutrition,
mother-care, disease-prevention and education. Significant
reduction in cases of malaria and diarrhoea were registered,
and this was a huge win for the entire community.
Farmers of Chitto championed the cause of System of Root

Intensification (SRI), and large tracts of agricultural land were
cultivated using the method. The targets set for renewable
energy adoption in the village were also successfully met. More
than 200 individuals benefitted from training programmes
conducted under the Capacity Building pillar. These are some
of the highlights from a remarkable story of transformation
and progress; a story written by the protagonists themselves
– the people of Chitto.

A farmer at his sunflower farm in Chitto village in Ramgarh
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Potential Created

140 Acre of land have been brought under assured
irrigation

A young farmer in Chitto with bittergourd harvest
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Farmer with paddy thresher
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An irrigation channel under construction in Chitto
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Representatives of SHGs with paddy weeders

One of the bio-toilets in Chitto

Women at the time of paddy harvesting
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VOICES OF CHANGE
Clearing the way for goodness to flow in
Samasya Samadhan Samuh (SSS) in Khatanga Village

Women being trained in SSS

Addressing a problem is one of the most important aspects of
any development initiative. Which is why, one of the very first
measures undertaken by KGVK in the region was to develop
a system of Quality Circles. People of the community were
encouraged to work in teams and collectively arrive at best
possible solutions that would benefit the entire community.
Over the past year, the idea of Quality Circles has evolved.
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Now known as ‘Samasya Samadhan Samuh’ (Problem
Solving Group), it is being effectively used to identify
problems and implement interventions in a timely, efficient
and effective fashion by the people themselves. As illustrated
here, community ownership has indeed come to define the
unique model of sustainable development that KGVK has
propagated through TVM.

In January 2015, Khatanga village faced a persistent
problem of stagnant dirty water. It was a health risk and
an issue that needed the immediate attention of villagers.
SSS was a tool that nine women in the community used
to find a way out of the quagmire. During the preliminary
discussions, the women tried to identify key aspects of
the problem: the why, where, who, when and how. For
instance, they discovered that some people throwing
garbage and construction material like sand into the
drains was one of the major causes of blockage and
pollution. They also found that people were unaware of
the health risks posed by drinking contaminated water.

“We realised that it was
the villagers who were
responsible for the
problem. So the solution
had to come from within,
too. We knew it was not
going to happen overnight,
but we also knew it was
possible, given time and
the right attitude. And we
were proved right!”

Getting the community to come together and solve the
issue wasn’t an easy task. People were mostly concerned
about their own families and couldn’t be too bothered
about problems not immediately affecting them. But the
women persisted and finally found a way to overcome the
obstacles.
They created a five-point agenda or yojana, following
which an awareness drive was arranged on specific
dates. Members of the SSS visited individual houses and
spoke to the families. The villagers contributed to a fund
for the purpose. The Government was also notified about
the need for new and covered drains in the village.
Over the following weeks, the drains were repaired, and
all blockages were removed. The contaminated water
was let out, and finally the village was rid of the problem.
The SSS had successfully rallied the entire community,
empowering people to bring about change from within.
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VOICES OF CHANGE
On the field of dreams
Bhanupratap Singh in Kuchu Village, Ormanjhi. District: Ranchi

Bhanupratap incentivising fellow farmers to adopt the SRI method of cultivation of paddy
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722 households, home to 4,200 people. One
farming community. Bhanupratap was part of
it. For as long as he could remember, farmers
in the village used only traditional methods of
cultivation. His father taught him how to grow
paddy, and that’s the only way he knew. Until
one day, when he and the 14 other members of
the Watershed Committee decided to visit KGVK
facilities and enroll for the training programme.
The IWMP trainers explained to the gathered
farmers the basics of the SRI method of
cultivation: less water, more space, proper
nursery raising, transplantation at a tender age,
single seedling per hill and frequent weeding.
Site visits were arranged and every step of
the process, right from paddy sowing to paddy
harvesting, was demonstrated to all 15 farmers.

Presently my whole village
is practising SRI method
with a production more
than three times of what
they used to produce in
previous years. All thanks
to KGVK.”

He returned to his village and decided to try
out the SRI method on a small piece of land
measuring 1.2 acres. This yielded 2,150 Kgs
of rice. Next year he doubled the area to three
acres and harvested an yield of 123 quintals.
The traditional method yielded only 16 quintals.
And since then there has been no looking back.
KGVK provided him with the Krishi Usha Weeder
and the required pesticides to boost his efforts.
However, Bhanupratap had a larger vision.
He was not satisfied just seeing a change for
himself. He wanted all the farmers in the village
to benefit. He took the onus of motivating other
members of the community to switch to the SRI
method.
The change was slow and gradual. First four
farmers converted, then a few more and today
Kuchu is a 100% SRI Village, with 500 farmers
practising SRI.
Bhanupratap’s efforts were recognised and he
received the ‘Best SRI farmer’ award from
Shri Saryu Roy, Minister of Food and Civil
Supplies.
Bhanupratap receiving certificate from Shri Saryu Roy, Minister
of Food and Civil Supplies at inaugural TVM award function in
Ranchi
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NATURAL RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT

Our Partners
• The Community
• Department of Rural Development,
Government of India
• Department of Rural Development,
Government of Jharkhand
• Austrian Development Agency
• Usha Martin Limited
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Numbers that matter
12% reduction in seasonal
migration of farmers
1,064 acres of land brought
under assured irrigation

Use of weeder in SRI field
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Maximising resources for a secure future
Multiple cropping and assured irrigation are two areas that
have witnessed significant progress over the past one year.
KGVK has worked hand-in-hand with community partners
and governmental as well as non-governmental agencies to
address the issue of resource depletion in rural Jharkhand.
Along with ensuring optimum use of resources, conservation
of the same for future generations is a key aspect of the
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operations in the region.
Classifying resources under the 5 Js – Jal (water), Jaanwar
(animals), Jameen (land), Jangal (forest) and Jan (people),
KGVK has developed a framework to prioritise issues and
address them in an effective manner employing traditional
knowledge, local insights and technological interventions.
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Health, Nutrition &
Sanitation
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Our Partners:
• The Community
• University of Washington
• Johns Hopkins Program
for International
Education in Gynecology
and Obstetrics (Jhpiego)
• Usha Martin Limited

Numbers that matter:
81% institutional delivery
achieved in KGVK
operational area
86% of the community
availed of immunization
services in KGVK area

Personal hygiene training in school
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Taking the healthy
route to happiness
Ensuring the well-being of families is the primary
objective of KGVK’s health-related interventions. Over
the past year, KGVK has made healthcare services of the
highest quality easily accessible to mothers and young
children. Trained personnel have implemented best
practices to ensure safe motherhood, with proper Antenatal and Post-natal care – measures that have gone a
long way in establishing safe pregnancy in the community.
The well-being of adolescent girls is another area of
focus. Educating young girls about various health-

related issues, organising training sessions on lifecycle approach and introducing best practices regarding
anaemia, personal hygiene and sanitation supported by
regular haemoglobin check-ups, form the comprehensive
approach that KGVK employs in the region.
Family planning and prevention of malaria, dengue,
jaundice, diarrhoea, etc. and reduction of malnutrition
cases are some of the other activities that come under
the purview of health-related interventions.

Village sanitation drive at village Jirawar of Ormanjhi Block
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Newly-born baby at Rukka Hospital
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EDUCATION
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Numbers that matter:
Our Partners:
• The Community
• World Bank
• Austrian Development
Agency
• Usha Martin Limited

3,536 children and adults
have benefitted from the
Edutainment classes
organised in 25 schools
The 5S and Sanitation
programme has positively
impacted 1,700 children
and adults in 14 villages

Children at one of the learning resource centres
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The beginning of a new chapter
The education interventions undertaken by KGVK in the region
have gone beyond the class room and addressed every aspect
of a young student’s learning experience. That includes
infrastructure, sanitation, nutrition and the quality of education.
Under the Education pillar, KGVK has been using its expertise to
be actively involved in 27 edutainment centres, and 19 Learning
Resource Centres in four blocks of Ranchi and one in Ramgarh
district. The Learning Resource Centres support the learning
efforts of local children, refining their strengths, helping them
overcome their weaknesses, and providing additional instruction
in the school curriculum. These centres employ an activitybased mode of instruction. Most of the teachers are women from
surrounding villages, recruited and trained by KGVK. Currently
455 children are enrolled in these Learning Resource Centres.
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Capacity Building

Our Partners:
• The Community
• The National Science &
Technology Entrepreneurship Development Board
(NSTEBD), Govt. of India
• Dept. of Handloom,
Handicraft & Sericulture,
Govt. of Jharkhand
• NABARD
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Numbers that matter:
7,099 people have
benefitted from skill
development training
664 new farmers in
the region have been
introduced to the SRI
method of Paddy farming

Training in local handicraft
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Willing and able to
build a new future
KGVK started its operations in rural Jharkhand with a
clear focus imparting necessary skill-based training to
the community. It recognized very early that knowledge
was key to unlocking the doors to progress. The Capacity
Building interventions have involved the expertise of
various governmental and private agencies such as XLRI,
Jharcraft and World Vision to name a few. Together they
are building an ecosystem of knowledge encompassing
every aspect of life, from livelihood and education to
health and agriculture.

KGVK’s Capacity Building measures have involved

In addition to nurturing the innate abilities of individuals,

communities.
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the introduction of new skills that could augment
the livelihood activities of the community. Training of
teachers within the community is yet another area that
has been made a priority, because a collective of able
teachers can provide better instruction to their peers. The
Self-Help group programme has also been highly
successful. Several groups have been formed, all
featuring women members. And these have taken a lead
in identifying and solving important issues facing the
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Students at Auxiliary Nursing and Midwifery (ANM) School
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Women Empowerment

Numbers that matter:
Number of SHGs: 1,722

Our Partners:
• The Community
• Usha Martin Limited
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Total Members: 19,722
Total Savings: R 1,90,74,905
Inter-loaning among
members: R 28,49,197

Ducks are increasingly
becoming popular as additional
source of income in villages
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At the crest of a wave of change
KGVK’s interventions under the Women Empowerment pillar
have involved the participation of Self-Help Groups (SHGs).
Efforts have been made to `initiate, improve and help’ sustain
these programmes via a comprehensive range of incomegenerating activities.
Women played a key role in the adoption of SRI by farming
communities in the villages. Threshers were provided to reduce
the time and effort required during the process. A host of
livelihood-generating activities, led by SHGs were taken up by
the women and formed a sustainable source of income. Through
the Samasya Samadhan Samuh, women also played an active
role in solving various issues facing the community.
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Training SHG group in a village
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ENERGY INCLUSION

Our Partners:

Numbers that matter

• The Community

2,129 households benefitted

• Tata Energy Research
Institute (TERI)

319.152 tons of carbon
emission saved

• TPW Energy Collaborative

Increased household savings
by R 3,06,386/-

• Usha Martin Limited
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A village entrepreneur at the rooftop with a solar set-up
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Harnessing the sun for a
new dawn
The Energy Inclusion interventions carried out under the TVM model
have introduced communities in the region to renewable sources of
light and energy. The installation of smokeless chulhas has had a
positive impact on the health of families. Solar lamps and transparent
sheets have allowed villagers to make optimum use of sunlight in
their day-to-day activities. Some villagers have also found a new
means of livelihood through the sale of solar lamps within
their communities.

Portable solar water pump in a village
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Resource MOBILISATION &
Infrastructure Development

Women taking weeders to their field
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New Projects

support. KGVK is involved with five district units of

1) Jharkhand Tribal Empowerment and Livelihood Project
(JTELP)

JTDS, ten non-government organisations from 12
blocks, to provide technical support. This partnership

a) As Implementing Agency :
		

		

is supported by the International Fund for Agricultural

KGVK has established a partnership with Jharkhand
Tribal Development Society for development of tribal
people. KGVK is going to implement the Jharkhand
Tribal Empowerment and Livelihood Project (JTELP)
in two blocks, namely: Kairo of Lohardaga district
and Potka of East Singhbhoom in association with
the International Fund for Agricultural Development
(IFAD), Govt. of India and Welfare department,
Government of Jharkhand.
The overall objective of the project is to improve the
living condition of the tribal people in general and
PTGs in particular. This is sought to be achieved via the
development objective of ‘empowering and enabling
the communities to adopt livelihood options based on
sustainable and equitable use of natural resources.’

		Development objectives of this project
•

•

•
•

•

Empower and enable tribal households to take up
livelihood opportunities based on sustainable and
equitable use of natural resources in 74 villages of
13 panchayats falling in two blocks of two districts.
10,500 tribal households from the highland
benefit from increased food production, greater
participation and returns from improved rain-fed
farming practices.

Department, Government of Jharkhand.
		

Objective of the project is to support facilitating nongovernment organisations for better implementation
of the Jharkhand Tribal Empowerment and Livelihood
Project (JTELP).

2. Project Green College:
In 2014-15, KGVK started the Green College Initiative in
collaboration with Welt Hunger Hilfe and Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ).
The objective of the project to create effective
opportunities for vocational training in the area of green
jobs, rural extension services and business development.
The initiative plans to provide training to rural youths
of Jharkhand on agriculture and allied trades like Para
Veterinary Services, Sustainable Agriculture Practices and
Dairy Farming.
3. Global Study
KGVK started a research study in collaboration with

3,500 households in the lowland benefit from
improved village irrigation facilities.

Glasgow Caledonian University and the International

Increased community awareness, strengthened
gram sabha PECs, women’s groups, youth groups
and PTG households.

2014-15.

Improved food security and increased incomes
from use of natural resources and off-farm
employment.

b) As Technical Support Agency
		

Development (IFAD), Govt. of India and Welfare

KGVK has associated with Jharkhand Tribal
Development Society for extension of technical

Wheat and Maize Improvement Center (CIMMYT) in
The survey for the global research study, ‘Innovation and
Development through Transformation of Gender Norms in
Agriculture and Natural Resource Management’, is being
conducted by a KGVK team in the states of Bihar, Haryana,
Punjab, Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh. We hope the
learning from this survey will help us improve gender
norms and technology adoption in India.

Shri Basant Kumar Jhawar talking to villagers in Bundu
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PROJECTS STATUS
Pillar / Project area of
Intervention

Sl.
No.

Name of Project

1

Community Development in Ranchi

Austrian Development Agency

Natural Resource Management,
Health, Capacity Building,
Education

2

The Green College Initiative Developing Green Entrepreneurship
in tribal areas of India

Welt Hunger Hilfe

Capacity Building

3

CIMMYT Gender Relations Project

Glasgow Caledonian University

Research Project on Wheat &
Gender Equality

4

Sustainable Livelihood through TVM

Axis Bank Foundation (ABF)

Livelihood

5

Bridges Beyond Boundaries (BBB)

KGVK UK

Drinking Water and Sanitation

6

Malaria Evolution in South Asia

University of Washington

Research on Malaria

7

Integrated Watershed Management
Programme (IWMP) Patratu
(Ramgarh)

Dept. of Land Resources, Min. of
Rural Dev., Govt. of India, New
Delhi

Natural Resource Management

8

Integrated Watershed Management
Programme (IWMP) Ormanjhi

Dept. of Land Resources, Min. of
Rural Dev., Govt. of India, New
Delhi

Natural Resource Management

9

Integrated Watershed Management
Programme (IWMP) Namkum

Dept. of Land Resources, Min. of
Rural Dev., Govt. of India, New
Delhi

Natural Resource Management

10

Integrated Watershed Management
Programme (IWMP) Govindpur
Project

Dept. of Land Resources, Min. of
Rural Dev., Govt. of India, New
Delhi

Natural Resource Management

11

RISHTA Project

PACKARD Foundation

Health, Nutrition and Sanitation

12

Jharkhand Tribal and Livelihood
Project - Potka and Kairo

International Fund for
Agriculture Development &
Jharkhand Tribal Development
Society

NRM-Based Livelihood

13

Jharkhand Technical Support for
Tribal Empowerment and Livelihood
Project (12 blocks covering 5
villages)

International Fund for
Agriculture Development &
Jharkhand Tribal Development
Society

Capacity Building

14

i-STED

NSTEBD, Department of Science
and Technology (DST), Govt. of
India

Renewable Energy

Sanctioning Authority
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LIVELIHOOD
& MARKET LINKAGE

Numbers that matter:
Our Partners:
• The Community
• Axis Bank Foundation
• Usha Martin Limited

R 3.76 crore worth additional
income for 11,198 farmers
through SRI
R 4.14 crore generated
through Vegetable cultivation
by 6,705 farmers
R 9.96 crore generated
through Off-farm activities
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Poultry distribution at a village
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Interventions That Create Livelihood Impact
One of the prime objectives of KGVK’s development initiatives in rural Jharkhand is helping the community
establish a sustainable economy, driven by local enterprise. This has involved introducing the SRI method
of cultivation among the farming community, encouraging them to adopt a second crop, and exploring
various off-farm income avenues like mushroom cultivation, duckery, backyard poultry, piggery, goat-breed
improvement, etc. The past year had a remarkable increase in the number of farming families that have
adopted these activities. There has been almost 300% increase in the number of farmers who have adopted
SRI techniques. This has also resulted in a rise in the per quintal yield of the fields across 278 villages in the
region.
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Building a Social Enterprise for Market Linkage
The Challenge
Total Village Management (TVM) creates the infrastructure

food and non food crops, vegetables and milk.

and social eco- systems that build the capacities of rural

The buyback arrangements eliminate market risks for the

communities to grow and diversify their sources of income from
agriculture, horticulture and dairy based livelihood activities.

farmers. Credit risk is eliminated as KGVK Agro pays the
farmers directly.

However, rural communities face serious challenges in getting
their produce to the market; selling at a fair price ; managing
market risk and incurring high logistics costs in the absence of
transportation and freight networks.
These challenges collectively restrict the growth and diversity
of rural livelihoods and create economic disparities amongst
rural communities.

Logistics risks and costs are eliminated as KGVK Agro takes
responsibility for selling onwards to the market.
KGVK Agro invests in infrastructure to make market linkage
possible. As an example a 20,000 litre per day dairy plant
became operational in 2015 to absorb milk collected from
farmers. An oil seeds crushing and distillation plant has
been operational since 2013 to process non-food cash crops

The KGVK Solution

produced by farmers.

Simply, create the best market linkage. KGVK set up a social

Marketing teams create market linkage for vegetables

enterprise, KGVK Agro Limited as a for-profit arm dedicated

and other products. In 2015-16 KGVK will facilitate rural

to provide market linkage to its Total Village Management

communities to setup farmer producing companies to avail of

program.

financing facilities and other services.

The Value Proposition For Rural Communities in Jharkhand

With 415 villages in the TVM program comprising 43,000

KGVK Agro provides the farmer market linkage through

households market linkage is critical to achieving the livelihood

buyback arrangements for their farm based produce including

transformation. KGVK Agro delivers it.

TVM – KGVK Agro Ltd
A Social Enterprise To Create Market Linkage

TVM Impact Planning

(Includes Livelihood Growth)

TVM Cluster Management

Market Linkage

(Farmers – Crops, Dairy)

KGVK Agro

(Buys Back To Eliminate Farmers
Market & Credit Risk)

SROI

(Social Return On Interventions)

TVM Impact Planning
l Water shed based
Cluster Definition
l Saturation Planning

TVM Cluster
Management
l TVM Expansion
l

Intervention
Saturation

l

SROI Evidence
Gathering

l

Livelihood Integration
Planning : Dairy; AgriExtension; Tools

l GIS Mapping Services
l Agri Advisory Services
l SROI Measurement
l Producer Cos / SHGs

KGV Agro – Dairy,
Agri Extension &
Tools

SROI

l Buy back
arrangements for food
and non food crops,
vegetable and milk

l

Salesforce
Dashboards

l

Conduct Audits

l

Prepare Audit Reports

l Market risk eliminated

l

Measure Impact
– Income Growth,
Diversity, Eligibility for
Financial Inclustion

l

ONE KGVK ONE SROI

l Logistics risk and cost
eliminated
l Credit risk eliminated
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l Data Collection/
Surveys

Financial Section
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Independent Auditor’s Report
To
The Members of Governing Body of KGVK
Ranchi.
Report on Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying Financial Statement of KGVK (Society) situated at P.O. Neori Vikas, Rukka, Ranchi –
835217, which comprises Balance Sheet as on 31st March 2015, as well as Income and Expenditure Account for the year
ended 31st March 2015, and the significant accounting policies and other explanatory information.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statement
Management is responsible for the preparation of these financial statements that give a true and fair view of the financial
position and financial performance of the society in accordance with the generally accepted accounting practices in India.
The responsibility includes the design, implementation and maintenance of internal control relevant for the preparation
and presentation of financial statements that gives the true and fair view and are free from material misstatement whether
due to fraud or error.
Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express our opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in
accordance with standards of auditing issued by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India. These standards require
that we plan and perform audit to obtain a reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free from material
misstatements.
An audit involves performing procedure to obtain audit evidence about the amount and disclosure in the financial
statement. The procedure selected depends upon auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risk of material
misstatement of the financial statement, whether due to fraud or error. The audit includes examination on the test basis,
evidence supporting the transaction as well as amounts and disclosures in the financial statement. The audit also includes
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of the accounting estimates made by
the management as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statement.
We believe that our audit evidence obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a reasonable basis to our opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion and to the best of our information and according to the explanation given to us, the financial statement, read
with notes to accounts, gives a true and fair view in conformity to accounting principles generally accepted in India:
i. In case of Balance Sheet of the state of Affairs of the Society as on 31st March, 2015.
ii. In case of Income & Expenditure Account, Excess of Income over Expenditure of the Society for the year ended 31st
March, 2015.
Reports on other Legal and Regulatory Requirements:
i. The books of accounts are in agreement with the financial statement.
ii. All the vouchers, deeds, documents and other papers were provided as and when required.
iii. All funds of the society applied for the objects and purpose of the society.
iv. The financial statements together with accounting policies and notes give a true and fair view.
v. We draw attention to Note no II (2) of the financial statements regarding the change in the presentation of the accounts
relating to Restricted Grants. This has no impact on the results of the year. Our report is not qualified in respect of this
matter.
For Jain Poddar & Co.
Chartered Accountants

Place : Ranchi
Date: September 07, 2015
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(CA. Rahul Saraf)
Partner
M. No. 407491
FRN. 011466C

Balance Sheet as at 31st March, 2015

Amount (in Rs)

Schedules
A.

As at March
31, 2015

As at March
31, 2014

SOURCES OF FUND
Capital Fund
- Capital Fund

A

57,592,298

54,929,979

8,800

8,800

B

1,120,418

1,344,501

C

358,159

-

28,500,000

28,567,052

2,233,486

1,096,572

11,167,413

9,637,744

- Life Membership Fund
- Capital Subsidy & Reserve
Loan Funds
- Secured Loans
- Unsecured Loans
Current Liabilities
- Sundry Creditors
- Other Liabilities & Provisions

D

Restricted Project Funds
B.

E(i)

23,005,776

10,702,845

Total

123,986,350

106,287,493

Fixed Assets

F

46,663,757

48,581,522

Non-Current Investments

G

18,422,707

13,879,404

828,646

643,840

APPLICATION OF FUNDS
Non-Current Assets

Current Assets, Loans & Advances
- Inventories
- Sundry Debtors

H

19,963,036

13,133,233

- Cash & Bank Balances

I

4,579,464

4,020,572

- Loans & Advances

J

10,522,964

15,326,077

E (i)

23,005,776

10,702,845

123,986,350

106,287,493

Restricted Project Funds

Total
Significant Accounting Policies & Notes to Accounts				O

Schedules referred to above and notes attached thereto form an integral part of Balance Sheet

As per our Audit Report of even date
For Jain Poddar & Co.
Chartered Accountants
ICAI Firm Reg. No. :- 011446C

For and on behalf of the Board Members

For KGVK

For KGVK

Arvind Sahay
Secretary & Governing Board Member

Ranjit Bajaj
Sr.Finance Manager

CA. Rahul Saraf
(Partner)
Membership Number: 407491
Place : Ranchi
Date: September 07, 2015
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Income and Expenditure account for the year ended 31st, March 2015
Schedules
A.

Ended March
31, 2015

Amount (in Rs)

Ended March
31, 2014

INCOME
Donations Indian Sources
Restricted Project Grants (Government, Non-Government & Foreign)

K

52,595,500

52,305,200

E (ii)

101,970,437

39,211,128

11,558,531

13,374,690

Contribution & Self-Genarated Income
- Rural Livelihood Promotion & Capacity Building

8,032,932

6,412,745

- Dairy, Farming and other allied activities

- Training Programme & Education Imparting

13,709,868

11,342,348

- Health Development Activities

17,815,128

15,632,972

Income from Bank & Investment

L

920,074

1,224,267

Other Income

M

1,609,565

430,157

208,212,035

139,933,507

28,394,830

32,976,953

6,708,016

6,786,542

- Dairy, Farming and other allied activities

14,829,300

10,721,715

- Health Development Activities

17,842,762

14,892,078

N

32,439,466

31,587,711

E (ii)

101,970,436

39,211,128

3,364,906

3,664,243

205,549,716

139,840,370

2,662,319

93,137

Total (A)
B.

EXPENDITURE
- Rural Livelihood Promotion & Capacity Building
- Training Programme & Education Imparting

- Administrative Expenses
- Expenditure Incurred for Restricted Grants (Government,
Non-Government & Foreign)
- Depreciation

Total (B)
Surplus / (Deficit) of Income Over Expenditure carried forward to
Reserve & Surplus

Total ( A-B)

Significant Accounting Policies & Notes to Accounts				
0
Schedules referred to above and notes attached thereto form an integral part of Balance Sheet
As per our Audit Report of even date
For Jain Poddar & Co.
Chartered Accountants
ICAI Firm Reg. No. :- 011446C

For and on behalf of the Board Members

For KGVK

For KGVK

Arvind Sahay
Secretary & Governing Board Member

Ranjit Bajaj
Sr.Finance Manager

CA. Rahul Saraf
(Partner)
Membership Number: 407491
Place : Ranchi
Date: September 07, 2015
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SCHEDULES FORMING INTEGRAL PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Schedule : A
Particulars

Amount (in Rs)
As at March
31, 2015

As at March
31, 2014

Capital Fund
Opening Balance

54,929,979

54,537,283

-

299,559

2,662,319

93,137

57,592,298

54,929,979

Add: Residual Balance of Projects Transferred to Capital Fund
Add: Surplus of Income over Expenditure
								

Schedule : B
Particulars

Amount (in Rs)
As at March
31, 2015

As at March
31, 2014

Capital Subsidy & Reserve
Opening Balance

1,344,501

-

-

1,344,501

224,083

-

1,120,418

1,344,501

Add: Received during the Year
Less: Transferred to Income
								
								

Schedule : C
Particulars

Amount (in Rs)
As at March
31, 2015

As at March
31, 2014

Loan Funds
- Secured - Short Term Borrowings
Overdraft From Axis Bank Ltd. A/c No

358,159

-

28,567,052

28,567,052

Add: Interest during the year

2,571,036

2,571,035

Less : Repayment during the year

2,638,087

2,571,035

28,500,000

28,567,052

(Secured by pledge of FDR in Axis Bank Rs. 11.00 Lakh)
- Unsecured
Ranchi Gymkhana Club
Opening Balance

								

Schedule : D
Particulars

Amount (in Rs)
As at March
31, 2015

As at March
31, 2014

Other Liabilities & Provisions
Other Liabilities
- Security and Caution Deposits

366,100

311,500

- PF Payable

352,351

360,566

- Taxes & Others

336,034

330,905

2,914,185

2,288,057

- Provision for Gratuity

4,087,554

3,947,996

- Provision for Leave Encashment

2,940,189

2,282,147

171,000

116,573

11,167,413

9,637,744

- Liability for Expenses
Provisions

- Provision for Audit Fees
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Axis Bank Foundation

i-sted

8

9

1,066,335
20,872,122

Rishta Project.

Mesa Lab

Global Study

ADA-II

Total

3

4

5

6

(646,658)

(33,552)

31,080

2,580,371

KGVK UK TVM Intervention Fund

2

1,619,273

Tides Foundation phase I I

-

2,115,861

4,235,743

790,672

1,479,005

30,395

385,448

2,108,885

4,700,434

408,830

Closing
Unspent
Balance

1

FCRA Fund

IWMP Govindpur

Total Village Management Model for Integrated Education
(W.B)

Technology Information Forecasting and Assessment
Council ( TIFAC )

5

6

Sahiyya

4

7

IWMP Ormanjhi

IWMP Namkum

2

3

IWMP Paratu

Non-FCRA Fund

Particulars

1

S.No.

Project

Schedule forming part of the Accounts
SCHEDULE -’E (i)”
PROJECTS BALANCE SHEET

322,087

14,198

119,930

47,514

15,114

125,332

Current
Liabilities

1,811,566

374,023

646,658

289,166

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

85,587

915

415,218

Advances

Sources of fund

23,005,776

1,440,357

-

269,812

31,080

2,580,371

1,619,273

-

2,115,861

4,355,673

790,672

1,479,005

30,395

385,448

2,241,986

4,716,463

949,380

Total
Liabilities as at
31.03.2015

2,323,407

2,323,408

Fixed
Assets

233,700

7,500

222,912

3,289

Current
assets
other than
cash &
bank

20,448,668

1,432,857

-

269,812

31,080

2,580,371

1,619,273

-

2,115,861

1,809,354

790,672

1,479,005

30,395

385,448

2,238,698

4,716,463

949,380

Closing
Bank &
Cash
Balance

Application of fund

23,005,776

1,440,357

-

269,812

31,080

2,580,371

1,619,273

-

2,115,861

4,355,673

790,672

1,479,005

30,395

385,448

2,241,986

4,716,463

949,380

Total
Assets as at
31.03.2015
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IWMP Ormanjhi

IWMP Namkum

Sahiyya

Technology Information Forecasting and Assessment Council
(TIFAC)

IWMP Govindpur

Total Village Management Model for Integrated Education
(W.B.)

Axis Bank Foundation

UNICEF

i-sted

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Mesa Lab

Green College

5

6

Total

ADA-II

Rishta Project.

4

8

KGVK UK TVM Intervention Fund

3

Global Study

Gene Campaign

2

7

Tides Foundation Phase I I

1

FCRA Fund

IWMP Paratu

Non-FCRA Fund

Particulars

1

S.No.

Schedule forming part of the Accounts
SCHEDULE -’E(ii)”
PROJECTS’ INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT

16,683,906

-

-

-

-

-

392,233

3,005,903

86,663

2,011,066

-

3,386

3,859,247

918,875

943,299

29,498

377,829

2,242,958

1,932,556

880,393

Opening
Unspent
Balance as at
31.03.2014

104,697,962

3,970,920

-

492,980

2,118,204

406,267

-

-

-

3,400,000

336,586

53,591,451

-

6,569,797

-

-

9,817,492

12,601,911

11,392,355

Income from
donors and
other receipts
during the year

1,460,689

16,388

-

-

4,299

7,318

114,530

3,501

76,490

108,682

1,495

237,689

35,440

80,718

897

7,619

269,699

280,234

215,690

Interest received during
the year from
the banks

122,842,558

3,987,308

-

492,980

2,122,503

805,818

3,120,433

90,164

2,087,556

3,508,682

341,467

57,688,387

954,315

7,593,814

30,395

385,448

12,330,149

14,814,701

12,488,438

Total

101,970,436

-

2,920,973

646,658

492,980

2,156,055

774,738

540,062

90,164

468,283

1,392,821

341,467

53,452,644

163,643

6,114,809

-

-

10,221,264

10,114,267

12,079,608

Project Expenses

20,872,122

-

1,066,335

(646,658)

-

(33,552)

31,080

2,580,371

-

1,619,273

2,115,861

-

4,235,743

790,672

1,479,005

30,395

385,448

2,108,885

4,700,434

408,830

Closing
Unspent
Balance as at
31.03.2015
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15%

10%

-Vehicles

Furniture and Fittings

Total

-

60%

-Computers

Livestock

15%

-General

Machinery and Plant

10%

-

Leased Land

Buildings

-

Rate
%

Owned land

Land

PARTICULARS

79,971,514

1,210,166

4,559,484

6,879,208

4,247,802

16,972,652

22,565,571

2,078,128

21,458,503

As at
01.04.2014

1,447,141

-

70,115

421,365

138,824

816,837

-

-

-

Additions
during the Year

GROSS BLOCK

81,418,655

1,210,166

4,629,599

7,300,573

4,386,626

17,789,489

22,565,571

2,078,128

21,458,503

As at
31.03.2015
-

31,389,992

-

2,020,782

3,329,272

3,969,002

10,100,702

11,710,467

259,766

Up to
01.04.2014
-

3,364,906

-

259,182

564,092

209,948

1,176,903

1,085,510

69,271

For the Year

-

34,754,898

-

2,279,965

3,893,365

4,178,951

11,277,605

12,795,977

329,037

Up to
31.03.2015

DEPRECIATION

46,663,757

1,210,166

2,349,634

3,407,208

214,524

6,505,036

9,769,594

1,749,091

21,458,503

As at
31.03.2015

48,581,522

1,210,166

2,538,701

3,549,936

278,799

6,871,951

10,855,104

1,818,362

21,458,503

As at
31.03.2014

NET BLOCK

SCHEDULES FORMING INTEGRAL PART OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS									
SCHEDULE : F
Fixed Assets 										

Schedule : G

Amount (in Rs)

Particulars

As at
March 31,
2015

As at
March 31,
2014

10,422,707

5,879,404

8,000,000

8,000,000

18,422,707

13,879,404

Non-Current Investments
A.

Fixed Deposit with Scheduled Banks

B.

Mutual Funds
Name of the Fund

Units

Cost
Price

Amount

Market
Value

HDFC Equity Fund (G)

2821.38

265.83

750,000

1,325,272

DSP Blackrock Small and Midcap Fund (G)

42982.41

17.45

750,000

1,546,507

Reliance Regular Savings Equity Plan (G)

24450.76

30.67

750,000

1,280,574

HDFC MIP LTP (G)

56792.11

22.01

1,250,000

1,964,183

HSBC MIP Saving (G)

66362.29

18.84

1,250,000

1,931,421

Reliance MIP (G)

59762.58

20.92

1,250,000

2,000,469

Franklin-India Income Opportunities Fund (G)

94643.20

10.57

1,000,000

1,526,538

ICICI Prudential Income Opportunities Fund (G)

76938.47

13.00

1,000,000

1,495,538

8,000,000

13,070,502

TOTAL

Schedule : H
Particulars

Amount (in Rs)
As at March
31, 2015

As at March
31, 2014

Debtors
Outstanding for Less than Six months

6,245,077

6,276,344

13,717,959

6,856,889

19,963,036

13,133,233

- Unsecured & Considered Good
Outstanding for More than Six months
- Unsecured & Considered Good

Schedule : I
Particulars

Amount (in Rs)
As at March
31, 2015

As at March
31, 2014

Cash & Bank Balances
Cash-in-Hand
Bank Balances

17,966

44,319

4,561,499

3,976,253

4,579,464

4,020,572

- Own Funds (Balances With Scheduled Banks)

Schedule : J
Particulars

Amount (in Rs)
As at March
31, 2015

As at March
31, 2014

Loans & Advances
LOAN
- KGVK Rural Enterprises Limited

4,211,175

4,211,175

- Advance to Staff

187,323

238,354

- Advance for Activities/Project Execution

211,962

4,942,378

1,411,596

757,315

800,950

790,950

ADVANCES

- Advances for Projects pending Adjustments
- Advances for Land
- Income Tax Refundable

3,699,958

4,385,905

10,522,964

15,326,077
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Schedule : K
Particulars

Amount (in Rs)

Ended March
31, 2015

Ended March
31, 2014

Donations
Domestic
- Usha Martin Limited
- Other Donors

52,105,500
490,000

205,200

52,595,500

52,305,200

Schedule : L
Particulars

52,100,000

Amount (in Rs)

Ended March
31, 2015

Ended March
31, 2014

Income From Bank & Investments
Interest on Savings Bank Accounts

187,626

322,222

Interest on Fixed Deposits (Accrued/Received)

732,448

554,934

Interest on Loan

-

347,111

920,074

1,224,267

								

Schedule : M
Particulars

Amount (in Rs)

Ended March
31, 2015

Ended March
31, 2014

Other Income
Rental Income

720,000

240,000

Other Receipts

388,439

190,157

Interest on Income Tax Refund

277,043

-

Deferred Income (Capital Subsidy & Reserve)

224,083

-

1,609,565

430,157

								

Schedule : N
Particulars

Amount (in Rs)

Ended March
31, 2015

Ended March
31, 2014

Administrative Expenses
Salary and Retainership Fees

18,251,161

16,284,994

Employee Benefits

1,836,589

1,556,048

Consultancy and Professional Fees

3,461,118

3,457,079

Travelling, Vehicle & Lodging Expenses

3,406,675

4,187,537

171,000

134,832

Repairs, Maintenance & Electricity Expenses

1,352,500

1,273,516

Office and Other Expenses

1,389,388

2,043,670

Interest on loans

2,571,036

2,571,035

Audit Fees

Assets Written off
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-

79,000

32,439,466

31,587,711

SCHEDULES FORMING PART OF THE
ACCOUNTS
SCHEDULE – O

In the case of programmes undertaken with the support of

Significant Accounting Policies and Notes on Accounts

some Government or other agencies, the funds received are

(Forming part of the accounts for the year ended 31st March
2015.)
I – Society Overview
KGVK (Krishi Gram Vikas Kendra) is formed under the
Societies Registration Act, 1860. It operates as a non-profit
organisation and was established in 1972 by the founders of
Usha Martin Limited as an independent CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility) entity.

in the nature of programmes facilitation under MOU, the same
is reported as Restricted Grant in view of restriction on the
expenditure and its nature.
The Society accepts grants from donor agencies towards
implementation of various programmes for carrying out
specific purposes of rural development. These grants along
with interest earned, if any, are to be spent in accordance with
the directions of donor agencies and the Society cannot utilize
these grants on its own will. Unspent balances, if any, are to

KGVK’s activities are directed at achieving sustainable

be transferred back to the donor agency or to be dealt with in

rural development. Since 2008, KGVK has implemented its

accordance with the instructions of the donor agency.

proprietary Total Village Management (TVM) model to achieve
inclusive growth in rural Jharkhand. Under the TVM model it
provides CSR services to Usha Martin, and other corporate
entities. It also implements programmes of government
agencies and other funding organisations.
The integrated model of TVM has eight domains:
Natural Resource Management

Till the year ended 31st March 2014, the Society has been
treating the net unspent balance as liability matched by contra
assets being the amount in bank with respect to such unspent
project funds. No Income & Expenditure was recorded in the
annual accounts for the same.
Keeping in view the technical guide for accounting in Nonprofit organisations the Society has adopted the following

Resource Mobilisation

methodology:

Health, Nutrition and Sanitation

o

Energy Inclusion
Education

The income from Restricted Grants is recognized as income
to the extent utilized, in the Income & Expenditure account.

o

The balance of Restricted Grants (grants received less

Women Empowerment

expenses) at the end of financial year is disclosed on the

Capacity Building

liability side of balance sheet as restricted funds.

Livelihood and Financial Inclusion

Government’s grants related to fixed assets are credited to

TVM’s mission is to ‘transform beneficiaries to become

Capital Reserve in Balance Sheet. Such grants are recognized

producers, entrepreneurs and customers’. The mission

in Income and Expenditure Account on a systematic and

is pursued through a P4 model of Public-Private-People

rational basis over useful life of the fixed assets. The allocation

Partnership. The P4 model enables an ecosystem made

to the income statement is made over the period and in the

sustainable by drawing from the ability, knowledge and skills

proportion in which depreciation on the related fixed assets is

of village communities, its various programme funding and

charged to Income and Expenditure Account.

knowledge partners and its corporate anchor, Usha Martin

3. Classification & Format of Accounts:

Limited.

Of the various activities of the Society, income and expenses

II - Significant Accounting Policies

are identified, classified and recorded in the books in the

1. Accounting Convention:

following cost centres.

The financial statements of the Society have been prepared in

o

Village Management & Gurukul

accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in
India to comply with the accounting standards notified by ICAI
and the relevant provision of the Act to the extent practicable
and relevant. The financial statements have been prepared on

o

Education and Vocational Skills: Schools & Nursing School

o

Dairy Farming & Other Allied Activities: Dairy Farming,
Animal

the accrual basis under the historical cost convention, except
where stated otherwise.
2. Revenue Recognition:
Revenue is recognized to the extent that it is probable that the
economic benefits will flow to the society and the revenue can
be reliably measured. All grants/contributions are recognized
on cash basis and expenditure and liabilities are recognized on
accrual basis.

Rural Livelihood Promotion & Capacity Building: Total

Husbandry,

Trade

Facilitation

Centre

&

Demonstrations
o

Health Development Activities: Hospitals, SHG, Health
Awareness & Training Programmes

For a meaningful presentation, the Income & Expenditure
of tie-up/restricted grants are recorded separately and the
summary of all the funds are reflected in Schedule ‘E’ forming
part of the Balance Sheet.
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4. Investments:

III- Notes on Accounts

a. All Investments are held at cost and are valued at fair

(Schedule A to N are annexed to and form an integral part of

market price or cost, whichever is lower.
b. Accrued Interest on term deposits have been recognized,

the Balance Sheet as at 31st March 2015 and the Income and
Expenditure Account for the year ended on that date.)

as per bank confirmation / calculation, on the basis of

1. Revenue Recognition:

deposit certificates.

The society received Rs 13,44,501.00 during the FY 13-14

5. Fixed Assets:
a. Fixed Assets are stated at cost of acquisition inclusive
of inward freight, duties and taxes and incidental or
direct expenses related to acquisition, installation and
commissioning. They are valued at cost, less accumulated
depreciation.
b. Livestock accounting is done only for purchases made. Any
loss/accretion due to natural causes to the livestock has
not been considered.
6. Depreciation:
Depreciation on the fixed assets has been provided on written
down value method at the rate and in the manner as prescribed
by the Income Tax Act, 1961.
7. Inventories:

against fixed assets subsidy and Capital subsidy reserve fund
was created for the same. During the year, Rs 2,24,083 has
been treated as deferred income & the balancing amount
Capital Subsidy Reserve to be written off proportionately over
the useful life of the assets.
2. Investments & Deposits:
a. The overdraft balance with Axis Bank has been secured
by pledging Fixed Deposit of Rs 11,00,000 (FV) and
interest accruing therein. (Closing Value as on 31.03.15
Rs 17,70,000.)
b. Fixed Deposit of Rs 2,00,000.00 (FV) and interest accruing
there in has been pledged for Bank Guarantee to the
Honourable Governor of Jharkhand.
c. The investment in Mutual Fund has the current market
value for Rs 1,30,70,502.00 as on 31st March, 2015 whereas

Stock of Medicines is valued at cost or net realisable value,

value at cost was Rs 80,00,000.00. There has been no

whichever is lower

diminution in the individual value of funds. Schedule “G”

8. Foreign Currency Transactions:

3. Fixed Assets:

Transactions in foreign currencies of the Society are accounted

Leased Land of the value of Rs 20,78,128 held by the Society

at the exchange rates prevailing on the date of the transaction

under the lease term of 30 years at Jamshedpur is amortized

or at rates that closely approximate the rate at the date of the

over the lease terms. During the current financial year amount

transaction. Separate bank account is maintained for the same.

of Rs 69,271.00 is been amortized & since the Society is in

9. Lease:

possession of the land yearly taxes on land amounting to

The operating lease are those which are not the financial lease
i.e. does not transfer the risk and rewards incidental to the

Rs. 103,907 has been recognized as revenue expenses on
accrual basis.

asset.

4. Current Assets:

The land acquired on lease is required to be amortized within

a. Inventories: Stock is valued at cost or realisable value

the lease period if the lease terms are operating lease.
10. Employee Benefits:
Employee Benefits include Provident Fund, Leave Encashment
and Gratuity. The contribution to provident fund and gratuity
are considered as defined contribution plans and are charged
as an expense, as they are due, based on the amount of
contribution required to be made.
11. Provisions:
A provision is recognized when the Society has a present
obligation as a result of past events and it is probable that an
outflow of resources will be required to settle the obligation in
respect of which a reliable estimate can be made. Provisions
are not discounted to their present value and are determined
based on the best estimate required to settle the obligation as

whichever is lower and has been taken as certified by the
management.
b. Sundry Debtors: No provision has been made against the
Debtors which are due for over one year, as the management
confirms that the same are good and realisable.
c. Loans & Advances: Advances are approximately of the
value stated therein if realised/paid in the ordinary course
of transaction.
d. Cash Balance is as certified by the management.
5. Employment Benefits:
The society makes Provision for Gratuity & Leave Encashment
as per the liability existing as on 31.03.2015 and no actuarial
valuation for the same. Further, these amounts have not been
invested into any Funds. The liability as on 31/03/2015 is

at the Balance Sheet date. These are reviewed at each Balance

Gratuity			:

Rs. 40,87,554.00

Sheet date and adjusted to reflect the current best estimate.

Leave Encashment

Rs. 29,40,189.00
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:

6. Projects:

13 of the Act. The PAN of the society is AAAAK0433E.

The project funded activities under the direction of Government

b. Donations to the Society are eligible for tax relief in the

/ Funding agencies are administered by the Society, the same

hands of donors u/s 80G of the Income Tax Act, 1961 vide

are separately accounted for in the terms of the agreement

order dated 3/12/2009 issued by CIT, Ranchi.

/ MOU. The income from Restricted Grants is recognized as

c. The

income to the extent utilized, in the Income & Expenditure

8.96 crore has been treated as income. Rectification u/s

Payment accounts are maintained for individual projects.

154 has been filed.
In both the above cases as per the legal opinion of income tax
consultant, the Society is confident of an order in its favour;
hence no provision is required to be taken in books but is
disclosed in the notes.

However projects having Foreign Contribution have been
audited by the Society auditors.

8. Disclosure u/s 13(3) of Income Tax Act, 1961
Property made available for use

7. Income Tax
a. The Society is registered with Income Tax Authorities u/s
12A (a) of the Income Tax Act, 1961, vide letter no 1/7778 dated 14th April, 1977 and hence the income of the
Society is exempt u/s 11 of the Act, subject to compliance of
relevant provisions of section 11 read with sections 12 and

(CA. Rahul Saraf)
Partner
M. No. 407491
FRN. 011466C

to

demand of Rs 3,35,81,100 u/s 143(1a). The amount of Rs

Separate Balance Sheet, Income Expenditure & Receipt

For Jain Poddar & Co.
Chartered Accountants

up

l In respect of assessment year 2013-2014 there is a

Restricted Fund Assets.

agencies.

completed

13. Rectification u/s 154 has been filed.

liability side of balance sheet as restricted funds with contra

as and when and for such periods as decided by the funding

stand

l However there is a demand of Rs 11,00,200 for AY 2012-

less expenses) at the end of financial year is disclosed on the

The audit of these projects is carried out by other auditors

assessments

assessment year 2012-2013 with nil income.

account. The balance of Restricted Grants (grants received

Reports of the same are disclosed in Schedule E.

Society

KGVK Agro Ltd.

Related Party

Rent for Rs 7,20,000.00

9. Previous year figures have been re-arranged and regrouped, wherever necessary, so as to make them comparable
with those of the current year.
Figures are rounded off to the nearest rupee.

For KGVK

For KGVK

Arvind Sahay
Secretary & Governing Board Member

Ranjit Bajaj
Sr.Finance Manager

Place : Ranchi
Date : September 07, 2015
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GOVERNING BODY MEMBERS
NGO DETAILS
Krishi Gram Vikas Kendra
P O Neori Vikas
Rukka
Ranchi 835 217

SL.
NO.

NAME IN FULL

1

Mr. Basant Kumar Jhawar

2

DOB

PAN NO.

‘Aura’
51F Gariahat Road
Kolkata – 700 019, West Bengal
Phone: +91 33 2419 5500
E-Mail :bkj@ushamartin.co.in

26/06/1935

ACUPJ2827L

Mr. Brij Kishore Jhawar

‘Jhawar House’
Kanke Road
Ranchi – 834 008, Jharkhand
Phone : +91 651 2231 388
E-mail: lkj@ushamartin.co.in

19/04/1937

AEAPJ9384G

3

Mr. Prashant Jhawar

‘Antara’
2A, Stormont Road
London N6 4NL, U.K
Phone: +44 208 3427 350
E-mail: prashant-j@ushamartin.co.in

06/04/1963

ACXPJ9995N

4

Mr. Rajeev Jhawar

‘Arjun Enclave’
Flat No. 4C & 5C
12C, Judges Court Road,
Kolkata- 700027, West Bengal
Phone: +91 33 2439 8484
E-.mail: Rajeev-j@ushamartin.co.in

11/11/1964

ACOPJ2708A

5

Mr. Yezdi P. Karai

3, Rainey Park
62/2 Ballygunge Circular Road
Kolkata – 700 019, West Bengal
Phone: +91 90073 93933
E-.Mail : yezdi@yezdikarai.in

29/12/1948

AMCPK5143L

6

Dr. Arvind Sahay

Krishi Gram Vikas Kendra
Rukka,P.O. Neori Vikas
Ranchi – 835 217, Jharkhand
Phone: +91 95702 26431
E-Mail:arvind.sahay@kgvk.org

12/08/1964

AISPS6996H

7

Prof. Sharad Sarin

5, XLRI Campus
Post Box 222
Jamshedpur – 831 001, Jharkhand
Phone: +91 657 3893 005
E-Mail:sarin@xlri.ac.in

02/07/1946

AFWPS5504E

8

Ms. Ramni Nirula

A-14, Anand Niketan
New Delhi – 110 021
Phone: +91 98101 91284
E-Mail: ramni.nirula@gmail.com

27/05/1952

AAJPB9085B

9

Mr. D J Basu

Usha Martin Ltd
2A, Shakespeare Sarani
Kolkata – 700 071, West Bengal
Phone: +91 33 3980 0569
E-Mail: djbasu@ushamartin.co.in

28/08/1958

AAMPB3106E

PAN: AAAAK0433E
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ADDRESS

KGVK
C/o Usha Martin Limited
701, Surya Kiran, 19 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi 110 001, India
Ph: + 91 11 2371 5220 / 2331 6563, Fax: + 91 11 2332 5586

KGVK
C/o Usha Martin Limited
2A, Shakespeare Sarani, Kolkata 700 071, India
Ph: +91 33 2282 2291 / 2282 1917
Fax: +91 33 2282 4269

KGVK
C/o Usha Communications Technology
47, St. John’s Wood High Street, London NW 8 7 NJ
Ph: + 44 20 7722 5252
Fax: + 44 20 7722 4316

Visit us at: www.kgvk.org

The Plus Factor

KGVK
PO Neori Vikas, Rukka
Ranchi 835 217, Jharkhand, India
Ph: +91 74880 42306, Email : info@kgvk.org

